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Abstract:  Image compression is the use of information compression that encodes the primary image with couple of bits. The 

primary reason image compression is to limit the extra room necessity of the image and to spare or to send information in an 

incredible structure. Run-length encoding is a sort of lossless compression that takes abundance strings or continues running of 

information and stores them as one unit. The proposed calculation works in such manner, the space which we have taken is of 

images and we apply the compression idea on the images. For the examination reason we have taken the base work which is 

based on the Run Length Encoding and the proposed work is on the idea of the dictionary based methodology, in which the 

calculation plans to discover the example of rehashed hues which can be substituted with the watchword or the representative 

example. Dictionary based information compression computations are based on substituting a reiterated model with a shorter 

token.  

 

Index Terms – Image Compression, Dictionary Based Compression. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Image compression is by and by fundamental for applications, for example, transmission and capacity in information bases. Amid 

this exploration work tend to overview and state the compression, need of compression, its benchmarks, and classifications of 

compression and totally extraordinary computation of compression. This paper tries to permit an equation for choosing one in all  

the overflowing compression counts dependent on moving edge, JPEG/DCT, VQ, and structure approaches. We tend to overview 

and look at the focal points and weights of those figuring’s for compacting grayscale pictures, offer A seeking relationship on 

256×256 regularly used image of Lenna and one 400×400 unmistakable finger impression image.[1]  

Image compression is that the utilization of learning compression on cutting edge pictures. Fundamentally, the objective is to 

decrease reiteration of the image information in this way on have the capacity to store or transmit information in an exceedingly 

gifted sort. [1]  

Uncompressed sight and sound (delineations, sound and video) information needs terrific ability utmost and transmission learning 

transmission. Regardless of brisk progression in mass-accumulating thickness, processor speeds, and prepared correspondence 

structure execution, enthusiasm for information reposting point of confinement and information transmission exchange speed 

continues overpowering the limits of available developments. the continued development of learning focused on intuitive media 

essentially based web applications haven't just proceeded with the need for logically viable ways to deal with encode banners and 

pictures yet have made compression of such banners vital to capacity and correspondence technology.[2]  

Lossless Compression Techniques: lossless compression packs the image by cryptography all the information from the essential 

record, in this manner once the image is decompressed, it'll be really vague to the essential image. Examples of lossless 

compression square measure PNG and GIF[3]. At the reason once to use a chose compression position really relies on what's 

being compacted.  

Run Length Encoding: Run-length cryptography (RLE) is AN outstandingly straightforward style of compression amid which 

continues running of dataare place away as a singular information regard and count, as opposed to in light of the fact that the first 

run. It's used for requested [4] information and it's useful for inauspicious information. Amid this strategy replaces progressions of 

indistinct image (pixel), known as runs.  

. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Samir Kumar Bandyopadhyay [5] Image compression is correct now an unquestionable point for both military and business 

examiners. As a result of snappy improvement of mechanized media and the ensuing prerequisite for reduced limit and to transmit 

the image in a ground-breaking way Image compression is required. Image compression tries to diminish the amount of bits 

required to deliberately address an image while keeping up its clear visual quality. This examination centers around the lossless 

compression of image using gathered planning procedure and run length encoding. The execution of this methodology is 

differentiated and the open jpeg compression system over a wide number of images, exhibiting incredible.  
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KamalpreetKaur, JyotiSaxena and Sukhjinder Singh, [6] The target of image compression is to remove the redundancies 

by constraining the amount of bits required to address an image. It is used for diminishing the overabundance that is just keeping 

up a vital separation from the duplicate information. It in like manner diminishes the limit memory to stack an image. Image 

Compression figuring can be Lossy or Lossless. In this paper, DCT and DWT based image compression figurings have been 

executed using MATLAB arrange. By then, the improvement of image compression through Run Length Encoding (RLE) has 

been cultivated. The three images to be explicit Baboon, Lena and Pepper have been taken as test images for completing the 

systems. Distinctive image target estimations specifically compression extent, PSNR and MSE have been resolved. It has been 

seen from the results that RLE based image compression achieves higher compression extent as differentiated and DCT and DWT 

based image compression figurings.  

 

Miaou, F. Ke and S. Chen [7] Hospitals and therapeutic centers produce a gigantic proportion of electronic restorative 

images every day, especially as image game plans, which requires broad additional room. One game plan could be the utilization 

of lossless compression. Among open methods, JPEG-LS has exceptional coding execution. Nevertheless, it just packs a lone 

picture with intracoding and does not utilize the interframe relationship among pictures. Along these lines, this paper proposes a 

system that solidifies the JPEG-LS and an interframe coding with development vectors to overhaul the compression execution of 

using JPEG-LS alone. Since the interframe association between's two adjacent images in a remedial image gathering is regularly 

not as high as that in a general video image progression, the interframe coding is started exactly when the interframe relationship 

is adequately high. With six case endoscope image groupings under test, the proposed technique achieves typical compression 

increments of 13.3% and 26.3 % over the procedures for using JPEG-LS and JPEG2000 alone, independently. So likewise, for a 

MRI image plan, coding increments of 77.5% and 86.5% are correspondingly gotten.  

 

T. Lin and PengweiHao [8] present a compound image compression estimation for steady usages of PC screen image 

transmission. It is called shape rough extraction and coding (SPEC). Persistent image transmission requires that the compression 

count should achieve high compression extent, yet what's more have low multifaceted design and give grand visual quality. SPEC 

first pieces a compound image into substance/representations pixels and pictorial pixels, and after that packs the substance/plans 

pixels with another lossless coding figuring and the pictorial pixels with the standard lossy JPEG, independently. The division at 

first gatherings image blocks into picture and substance/plans upsets by thresholding the amount of shades of each square, by then 

removes shape locals of substance/outlines from picture squares. Dynamic shading palette that tracks progressing content/plans 

tones is used to detach little shape locals of substance/outlines from pictorial pixels. Shape locals are moreover expelled from 

substance/structures squares. All shape locals from both square sorts are losslessly packed by using a united shape-based and 

palette-based coding count. By then, the losslessly coded bitstream is sustained into a LZW coder. Exploratory results exhibit that 

the SPEC has incredibly low multifaceted nature and gives ostensibly lossless quality while keeping forceful compression extents.  

 

Y. Lin, A. Amit, M. Marcellin and A. Bilgin, [9] Traditional image compression procedures mainly revolve around extending 

the faithfulness of the packed image using image quality driven bending estimations, which are ideally proper for human 

spectators yet are not by any means perfect for machine observers, i.e., mechanized image misuse figurings. For machine 

observers, task-based bowing estimations, for instance, probability of error, have been seemed, by all accounts, to be 

progressively fruitful for assignments, for instance, object area and course of action. This rouses an approach to manage a task 

based image compression, inside the JPEG 2000 framework, which spares the information that is most huge for the given 

endeavor. Our proposed strategy conveys a JPEG 2000 reliable packed code stream, which can be decoded by any JPEG 2000 

pleasing decoder. Makers display the reachability and the feasibility of their endeavor set up together image compression 

approach as for a direct article request and area issue and assess its execution in regard to a customary MSE encoder. 

 

S. Chandra and W. W. Hsu, [10] Medical images are gotten in a 16-bit high-objectives grayscale plan and are generous, a 

significant part of the time accomplishing MBs per image and PBs for the record. Regulatory consistence essentials make sending 

new full image compression strategies problematic. As opposed to obliging applications and end customers to deal with the sending 

multifaceted nature, makers show that image information can be feasibly and direct compacted by the limit establishment. Makers 

explored their MICA blower execution using five million uninhibitedly open restorative images (&gt; 2.2 TB) in three different 

image structures from eight sources. With 8KB squares, makers achieved 13% better compression, 10% better compression 

throughput and 782% favored uncompression throughput over JPEG-LS. MICA in like manner offered some compression for non-

restorative information that was out of the blue secured in a comparative storing system.  

 

Q. Zhang, D. Liu and H. Li, [11] Images on the Internet are regularly as packed bitstream to save storing. To fulfill content-based 

image recuperation (CBIR), image features are moreover required to be secured in twofold structure. Could the bitstream of images 

and image features be bound together and further thick? Is it possible that a comparative twofold code serves for compression and 

recuperation at the same time? To address this issue, makers make groundwork examinations on a significant framework based 

image coding plan in this paper. Makers first train a significant framework for compacting images into bitstream, and after that 

train another significant framework for isolating image incorporates as parallel vector. Makers by then join the more than two 

frameworks, and finetune the merged framework using triplets of images for the errand of CBIR. Our preliminary outcomes exhibit 

that the proposed arrangement achieves a compression extent of 5.3 for 32×32 thumbnails, outmaneuvers JPEG at equivalent 

compression extents, and the ensuing code is genuinely open for CBIR. Our work exhibits a promising heading of synchronous 

image compression and recuperation. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed approach based on the compression of the images using the dictionary based analysis for finding the bigger patters 

which will help in working out the reduction in the size of the images. 

Approach to be followed is: 

 Dictionary based information compression calculations are based on substituting a rehashed example with a shorter token  

 Dictionary codes are compression codes that powerfully build their own coding and interpreting tables "on the fly" by taking 

a gander at the information stream itself  

 It isn't fundamental for us to know the image probabilities already. These codes exploit the way that, regularly, certain strings 

of images are "as often as possible rehashed" and these strings can be relegated code words that speak to the "whole string of 

images. 

Consider the following code for the image 

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGRRRRRRRRRRRRR

RRGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG 

According to the RLE 

15R15G15R15G15R15G15R15G 

Now for such a repeated patterns, we can use the dictionary code  

15R15G – B1 

So B1 is the code assigned for the repeated block of the 15R15G code, 

Thus now using this dictionary approach, 

B1B1B1B1  

So the storage size for the image will further reduced. 

Image Compression 

Step 1:  Read the Image source file for analysis 

Step 2:  Determine the size of image in bytes. 

Step 3:  Analysis the image pixel by pixel basis.  
Step 4: Identify the pattern in the comparing to the next pixel or the set of the next pixels  

a. If pattern exits then the dictionary keyword is placed. 

b. Else new pattern is arrived then it is taken for the reference.  
Step 5:  Store the pattern based entry. 

Step 6:  Go to step 4 until all pixel read.  
Step 7: Stop. 

 

Fig 1. Flowchart for the Image compression 
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The flowchart which is defined above is used in the process of the comparison and it will substitute the repeated pattern with the 

keywords internally using the java functions for the image processing. 

Image Decompression 

 

The flowchart which is defined is used in the process of decompression and it will substitute the repeated pattern with the 

keywords internally using the java functions for the image processing. 

Step 1: Read the image in compressed form and the size of the compressed image.. 

Step 2: Take the blank array. 

Step 3: Using the dictionary of the repeated pattern created will form the image. 

Step 4: Step 3 is repeated until reconstruct array is almost fill byvalue of the compressed array. 

Step 5: Now, after the reconstruction of array save the decompressed file. 

Step 6: Now, display the decompressed file. 

The concept of the image decompression is showed in fig 2. 

 

 

Fig 2. Flowchart for Image Decompression 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS 

The implementation of the proposed work in done Java Swing and using the IDE Eclipse. 

 

Fig. 3 Proposed Work Implementation 

The various images of various types are analyzed using the proposed algorithm and the results of the size of the images compared 

are organized in the form of the table shown in the table 1 and also for the same the graph is prepared which is shown in the fig 1. 

Table 1. Comparative Analysis of Image compression 
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Fig 4. Graphical comparison on Image Compression 

Table 2 Comparisons in Base and Proposed Approach 

S.No Base Approach Proposed Approach 

1. It is bases of the consecutive repeated 

color pattern RRRBBBRRR will be 

encoded as R3B3R3 

 

The proposed approach works on the 

dictionary pattern the complete pattern will 

be stored for the further reference and 

labeled with a name , so the next time the 

same pattern occurs that name will be used 

2. The size of the image is reduced as 

compared to original 

The size of the image is reduced as per the 

original as well as the base RLE approach 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed calculation works in such manner, the space which we have taken is of images and we apply the compression idea on 

the images. For the examination reason we have taken the base work which is based on the Run Length Encoding and the proposed 

work is on the idea of the dictionary based methodology, in which the calculation means to discover the example of rehashed hues 

which can be substituted with the watchword or the emblematic example. The proposed and base calculation are then connected to 

the different examples and result examination of the equivalent is done based on the measure of the image which is acquired after 

the correlation, and the aftereffect of the proposed work are very attractive. 
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